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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2006072264A1] The invention relates to a motor vehicle equipped with a roof that can be opened and with a roof closing device (4) that
can be displaced between a closed position, which closes a roof opening (3), and a stowed position that opens the roof opening (3). An additional
roof closing device is provided that closes the roof opening (3) as desired when the roof closing device (4) is placed in its stowed position and/or the
roof closing device (4), in its stowed position, forms a functional assembly and, in particular, at least one rear seat (29, 30) of the motor vehicle and/
or the roof closing device (4) is displaceably guided on vehicle-mounted guides (14, 15, 16, 17, 19) that are mounted on roof longitudinal members
(7), which are situated on both sides of the roof opening (3), and on the lateral structures of the vehicle body, and/or the roof closing device (4) has
two covers (12, 13), which are displaceably mounted on vehicle-mounted guides (14, 15, 16, 17, 19), can pivot relative to one another when moving
along the curvature of the guides, and which, in the stowed position, form a seat surface (29) or a backrest (30) of the at least one rear seat.
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